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ANDERSON
INTERVIEW
By Mike Kelly

September 23, 1974

NUMBERS GAME'
For all you numbers freaks, here are the available statistics
on the Hastings student body:

ADMISSIONS STATISTICS
Class of '75 Class of '76 Class of '77
Median LSAT
625
Median GPA
3.40
Class Size (approx.
625
5000 apply)
% Women Applicants
25
EXAM STATISTICS
Top 10%
Top 25%
Top 50%

Dean Marvin Anderson
LAW NEWSc
Dean Anderson,
since last year there have
been some administrative
changes here at the College.
Specifically, we have two new
Deans. Could you tell us something about them?
ａｎｄｅｒｓｏｾ＠
Dean Wilson is responsible for student affairs.
She replaced Wyanne Bunyan
who wanted to go into full
time teaching. Along with a
special committee of students,
I interviewed a number of potential candidates. On the
recommendation of that student
committee and because of my
own evaluation of Dean Wilson,
we decided to offer her the
Job. She will work closely
with the student government;
she has charge of the tutorial
programs, and she has responsibiltty for administration of
LEOP.
Dean Kerr's responsibility
is really supervision of the
Financial Aid Office and the
Placement Office, although I
still have a close contact
with the placement operation
because of my contacts with
the alumni. Dean Kerr will
also work with the legal
rhetoric program.
LAW NEWS:
Are these changes
part of an overall plan of administrative restructuring?
ANDERSON:
What we are trying
to do is give the Deans more
responsibility in these specific areas so that they can
deal with the problems that
arise without everything coming directly to me. Hopefully,
-this will make things more
efficient.

633
3.39
525

649
3.49
523

29

33

Class of '74 Class of

B2.7
BO.9
77.9

'75 Class of '76

B3.3
B1. 0
7B.4

B3.9
B1. 2
7B.5

Sexist breakdowns for the most recent class (1977) is
as follows:
Men
Women..
GPA
3.4B
3.49
LSAT
650
640
Ms. Winship (Placement)
A majority of Hastings studsaid 167 persons from the
ents are from California, but
Class of '74 reported getting
out-of-state admissions have
legal positions. She stressed
increased over the last few
the inadequacy of the statisyears.
tics because of poor report in
Last year, 35% of the appliMs. Winship urges all student
cants applied from out-ofwith full or part-time legal
state.
positions to notify the placeTwo persons admitted this
ment ｯｦｩｾ･＠
immediately
year had an BOO on the LSAT.
Three persons admitted this
year had 4.0 GPA's<
LAW NEWS:
As well as administrative additions there have
been some additions to the
faculty.
ANDERSON:
Yes, we have a number of new faculty members this
year:
Warren Shattuck, Judge
Preston Devine, Miguel de
Caprilles and John Paulus. In
addition, James Cox has now become a permanent member of the
Hastings faculty, and we will
have Arthur Goldberg here in
the spring to teach a special
course in Constitutional Law
problems.
LAW NEWS:
Will Justice Goldberg be here only for one ｳ･ｾ＠
mester?
ANDERSON:
Yes, and at that he
won't be here all semester. He
will only be here for four to
six weeks. The class will be
limited to sixty students and
students interested must have
taken Constitutional Law as a
prerequisite.
LAW NEWS:
Why is it we have
so few women and minority
faculty ｭ･｢ｾｳ＿＠
e 10)
nued on

ANDERSON:
Well, that is the
problem. The competition for
women and minority faculty
members is extremely intense
throughout the country. You
must remember that there have
been very few women in legal
education up until recently,
and it's going to take a few
years before the people who
have graduated from law
school recently have gained
the necessary experience and
reputation as professors.
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Announcements
LAW SCHOOLS FORM

Anatomy Seminar

PLACEMENT CONSORTIUM
A new consortium designed to
meet the recruiting needs of
small and medium-sized law
firms has been established in
the San Francisco region.
Sponsored jointly by six ABA
accredited law schools, the
Bay Area Law Placement Consortium includes Golden Gate University School of Law, Stanford Law School, U.C.-Berkeley
Boalt Hall School of Law, the
University of San Francisco
School of Law, and the University of Santa Clara School of
Law, as well as U.C. Hastings
College of the Law.
As a service to recruiting
law firms, the consortium will
publicize any openings to stud·
ents and graduates, screen
applicants, and establish an
interview schedule consistent
with the employer's requirements. Only those candidates
expressing a specific interest
in the firm's orientation, geographic locatien and size will
be referred.
The consortium's job candidate pool includes an average
of 5,000 students and 1,300
graduates annually.

SYMPHONY TICKETS
Tickets go on sale September
30 for the San Francisco
Symphony Orchestra season
which begins December fourth.
The discount tickets for
students and their guests only
are for either a season or a
half-season of Wednesday-night
performances only. No individual performance tickets are
sold.
The Symphony's own Seiji
Ozawa, Nicklaus Wyss, and
Stuart Canin and guest artists
Aldo Ceccato, A1eksander
Slobodyanik, Jean-Bernard
Pommier, Sylvia Kersenbaum,
Christoph Eschenbach, Isaac
Stern, and Irina Bochkova will
be among the featured performers. Complete schedules were
mailed out prior to registration and are available around
campus.
Season and half-season
tickets will be sold at Hastings from September 30 to
October 25. For the first
week they will be sold only in
the lobby by the elevators;
thereafter they will be available by contacting Ron Walker
at 647-3489.
There should be no shortage
of tickets, but, as usual,
choice seats are severely
limited.
Details will be
posted conspiciously the week
of September 23.

staff

The San Francisco Trial
Lawyers Association is presenting a Basic Anatomy Seminar
for Lawyers on Saturday,
October 26, 1974 at the Jack
Tar Hotel.
It is a one-day intensive
course designed to meet the
needs of the practicing trial
lawyer. Students are welcome
and the cost is just $7.50
(only $5.00 if you register in
advance).
Rumor has it that the model
used for the lectures will be
a well known stripper. For
further information, contact
the SFTLA at 1225 Post Street.

Editors:
Rod Wickers
John McNellis
Associate Editors:
Priscilla Wheeler
Doug Elliott
Paul Gordon
Mike Bankowski
Piper Cole
Staff
Inge Palacios
Mike Kelly
Arthur Berg
Ted McDermott
Julie Bannerman John O'Reilly
Jeff Gates
Ron Walker
Patrick Hall
Laura Rockwood
Rory Jensen
Robert Evans
GUEST EDITOR.I AL

A.B.A. PRES.
James D. Fellers, of Oklahoma City, has succeeded Chesterfield Smith, of Lakeland,
Fla., as head of the world's
largest voluntary professional
association.
A graduate of the University
of Oklahoma, Fellers has engaged in general practice in
Oklahoma City since his admission to the bar in 1936.
He has served as chairman of
the ABA Standing Committee on ,
Professional Career Development
and the Association's Standing
Committees on Constitution and
By-Laws, Association Communications and Gavel Awards.
Fellers was a director of the
National Legal Aid Association,
1949-51; American Judicature
Society, 1957-61; and the
National College of the State
Judiciary, 1967-70. He was
president of the Oklahoma Bar
Association of Insurance Counsel, 1955-56.

Hear me, people:
We have
now to deal with another race.'
small and feeble when our
fathers first met them, but
now great and overbearing.
Strangely enough, they have
a mind to till the soil and
the love of possession is a
disease with them, These
people have made many rules
that the rich may break but
the poor may not. They take
their tithes from the poor
and weak to support the rich
and those who rule.
--Chief Sitting Bull
INTRAMURAL QUESTIONNAIRE
What sports would you like
to see included in the program?

Which sports would you be
willing to help organize?

In which sports would you
be willing to participate?

NOT GETTING ENOUGH
EXER(::ISE?
Gi ve the "Y" a try; lots of
other Hastings people have. A
Student Membership is only $9
a month,
This entitles you to all the
YMCA facilities, including
handball, basketball, jogging,
tracks, gym and karate equipment, badminton, weight-room,
steam-room, sun deck , and
sW1mm1ng pool, among others.
Swimming is an especially
refreshing and healthy respite
for us sedentary types. The
Y is open 7 days a week and is
located only one block from
Hastings, on the corner of
Golden Gate and Leavenworth.

On what days should the
programs be scheduled?

TIM

. .

Name:
Phone:
Locker #
Please fill out this form
and place it in the Law News
box 'that will be in the Hyde
Street lobby all week.
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ERAKAT'S .•

THIRD ANNUAL LAW PRACTICE
•
: AMERICAN ENTERPRISE INSTITUTE. •
•
FORUM
•
• CENTER FOR PUBLIC POLICY AT
•
•
•
• HASTINGS COL{'EGE OF THE LAW
:
The third annual Law Prac:
: LIBRARY.
tice Forum, sponsored by the
•
•
•
•
•
Last year this wri ter inter-: Alumni Association will be
•
:
: viewed Professor Bunyan as she. held on Friday afternoon,
:
•
Hastings College of the Law
• was ' about to step down as Dean. September 27. The Forum was
•
• of Student Affairs for a pos- :
initiated two years ago by
•
• Library announces the estab• lishment of a "Center for Pub- : i tion as full time facul tv
• interested alumni as an aid
:
• member. You may recall ｴｨｾ＠
•• to students, giving them in•
. lic Policy"; a depository of
•• the proc edure employed to find. formation valuable at the
••
• American Enterprise Institute
• publications.
• a suitable replacement was
• start of the practice of the
•
The 4ibrary has recently
: unique in the history of
: law, but not taught in law
•
:
• received free a shipment of one. Hasting$. The students them• school.
:
: copy of all AEI publications
• selves were actually going t o :
This year the program has
•
• now in print, some 190 volumes.: have an input into the deci• been moved forward on the
:
: calendar so that it may be
•
• Future pUblications will be re-. sion making process by means
:. of an interview with each can-. presented before the inter:
: cei ved free from AEI upon
• publication.
• didate and submission of non- • viewing season begins. The
•
Should members of the facul- : binding recommendations to
: Forum is also being changed
:
:
• ty want to obtain several
• Dean Anderson.
• in format as well as being
•
: copies of a particular study,
:
If Vivian D. Wilson is any
: video-taped for future avail- •
• AEI will be able to make them
• indication of the usefulness
• ability for students who are
:
: not able to· attend the pro:
: available at a sUbstantial dis-: of such a process, then this
• count.
•
school should make all of its • gram on Friday.
•
:
The American Enterprise
• hiring decisions in a like
•
Admittance to the program
•
• Insti t.ute is a publicly suppor-: manner.
• will be on a first come basis :
: ted, non - partisan research and.
Dean Wilson, Attorney, Jour- : as there is only seating for
•
• educational organization locat-: nalist, and mother (not neces- • 220 persons in Classroom B.
:
• ed in Washington, D. C. It was
•
sarily in order of piori ty)
: The program will begin a t .
: established in 1943 to assist
•
is the most refreshing person- • 1: 00 and run until approximate.:
. the nation's legislators and
:
ality to take up space at
: ly 5:00 with a coffee break
•
: educational leaders by pro• 198 MacAllister in a long time. from 2: 30 to 3: 00.
•
: Her credentials are most im:
There will be eight pane:
• vid i ng factual analyses of
• pressive: Masters in Journa• lists speaking on three gen•
: important national policy
. issues .
• lism from Columbia, J.D. from
• eral areas:
Employment Rela- :
"Too often vital public poli-: Hastings in 1969 (Order of the: tionships and Related Matters •
•
: cy issues are discussed in ab- • Coif and Thurston Society),
• (1: 00 - 2: 30); Law Office
:
•
: solutes and presented as wholly: published author in national: Economics (3:00-4:00); and
• good or wholly bad. Few of the • media, and lately of the Ala• Geographic Oppor tuni ties for
•
. issues are this simple, however: meda Public Defender's Office. : Employment (4:00-4:00); and
:
•
• Geographic Opportunities for
•
: and AEI strives to present
• varied, meaningful viewpoints
:
: Employment (4:00-4:45).
:
: in a clear, concise and factual.
•
Ms. Carol Winship, Director •
• manner," states William J.
:
: of Law Placement will speak
:
•
• about "Placement Prospects"
•
. Baroody, president of AEI.
:
Major issues of national
•
• during the last session. Stat- •
:
: istical information on the
:
• significance are discussed
: through legislative and special.
• ratio of attorneys to popula- :
. analyses, long-range studies,
:
: tion, starting salaries,
•
• rational debates, seminars and.
• growth potential, etc. for
•
: symposia. AEI also publishes
:
: different geographic areas
:
. basic handbooks for use in
•
• will be presented as will a
•
: national intercollegiate de:
• basic outline of costs and
•
. bates.
•
: procedures for setting up your:
:
Rational ､･｢｡ｾｳ＠
bring to:
: own practice.
:
•
In addition, the panelists
•
. gether outstandlng authorities •
•
• range from sole practitioners •
• in economics, law, education
• "ournall sm and politic s, re- ' .
.
.J
ｾ＠
• t 0 counse I f or 1 arge corpora- •
• tions to public servants and
•
• lated interest groups and the
ｾｲ･ｳ＠
for an open exchange of
• each will speak on a number of •
: topics as they relate
their:
• views and opinions on specific
ｾｳｵ･Ｎ＠
Proceedings of rational
• different aspects of the prac-.
idebates are published in book
: tice of the law.
:
orm and are also available o n .
Dean Vivian W i l s o n .
Those wishing
:
et'ilm.
:
: further details should contact.
:
•
In order
• Libby Stroube in the Alumni
:
••
to ｦｾｮ､＠
out what
•• Office, 221 GG (557-3571).
••
• Recent AEI publications have
• included:
would possess someone like
:
: that to take on the job of
:
:
• Professors, unions, and Ameri- • Dean of Students, Dean Wilson.
•
can higher education, by
• was cornered for an interview. •
•
•
Everett Ladd and S.M. Lipset • Actually, Ms, Wilson was quite.
•
1973.
: willing to give an interview
:
•
•
• Farm commodity programs: an
• and came across as an open and •
:
opportunity for change, by
: honest i n d i v i d u a l . :
_
:
•
D. Gale Johnson, 1973.
•
Dean Wilson believes t h a t .
_
: Public housing: an economic
: she is uniquely qualified for
:
:
•
evaluation, by Richard Muth, • the job in light of her broad
•
:
1973.
• experience and the job appealed:
:
• Death and taxes: some perspec- : to her, as she was ready to
•
•
tives on inheritance ine• leave the intenseness of Public.
•
:
quality, and progressive
: Defender work but still wanted:
•
taxation, by Richard E.
• a "high p r e s s u r e " j o b . .
•
:
Wagner, 1973.
•
Ms. Wilson felt that the
:
• Major tax reform: urgent
: students' recommendation had a •
•
:
necessity or not? By Charles. real impact on Dean Anderson's:
•
E. Walker and Henry Reuss,
: choice.
•
•
•
-1973.
•
Has she noticed any token
•
• The defense budget, by Caspar : womanism? "Of course, how can
•
•
•
Weinberger (and others),1973. y?U miss it? For example, I ' m .
• Urban renewal: national pro..
• Ilsted as the Chairman of the
:
:
gram for local problems, by : Disadvantaged Studen-r-Commit•
:
John C. Weicher, 1972.
• tee."
(t
10
•
:
:
10)
con . p
)
(
t
ｩｾ＠
i ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

:r

•

•

DELICATESS.EN
•
FOR LUNCH •
GREAT SANDWICHES •
FALAFIL
•
BEEF KABOB
:
MID-EAST PASTRIES
:
BEEF KIBEH
:
CHEESE BAKLAVA
•
•
•
452 LARKIN ST.
•
Across from Fed. Bldg. •

•

••••••••••••••••

••
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THE WAY IT IS
by Robert Evans
AQUILLA PARKER
Caligula, the pet dog of
Tenderloin resident Burt
McFarkle, deposited some dog
doo on a Market Street sidewalk, and was cited by FBI
agent Cal McClung for violation of Title 41, U.S.C.A.
Sec. 483, which says in relevant part: "Any person, animal
plant, or rock which deposits,
drops, plops, slops ... doo on
any sidewalk of any city, town
village, hamlet, trffiler park,
or public beach shall be fined
$50 for placing a burden on
interstate commerce ... ｾ＠
Mr. Justice Rebo'zo delivered
the opinion of the Court. The
Government argues that "the
federal commerce power is as
broad as the economic needs of
the nation" and emphasizes
that many of the people who
dodge, jump over, or smell the
offending doo may be on their
way to the Greyhound bus terminal (or train terminal) and
then on their way to the Airport and soon "in interstate
commerce."
To this argument we can only
add that portions of the said
doo itself may soon be transported to other parts of the
globe. Appellants rely on the
Tenth Amendment and claim that
the regulation of sidewalks is
ｾｨ･＠
only local activity remain1ng for local governments to
regulate.
The question for our consideration is whether droppings on
a public sidewalk are a proper
subj e ct for Congress to regulate, or in other terms, ｷｨ･ｴｾ＠
er Title 41's provisions concerning dog doo's burden upon
Interstate Commerce is repugnant to the Constitution.
We hold that as repugnant as
ｾｨｩｳ＠
subject may be to us, it
1S a valid Congressional exercise under the COMMERCE CLAUSE ,
and therefore not repugnant to
the Constitution.
Further, the Tenth Amendment
has been waved in our face in
case after case. We are sick
and tired of that argument.
The Tenth Amendment to the Constitution is hereby overruled.
So ordered.

ｾ＠

VV

SOUPS
ｓａｾ＠

effectively deal with the leg
al problems and Rituations
which may be encountered in
the practice of law? I think
not.
An example which illustrates
the fallacy of this approach
is the past importance of the
LSAT scores in determining a
person's ability in law schoo
It was once the policy<of
many law schools to deny admittance to students who
failed to &chieve a particular score on this exam. The
Legal Education Opportunity
Program changed this. There
are now many practicing
attorneys in California.who
are graduates of law schools
which have this program.
It was realized that LSAT
scores alone do not determine
the ability of a student.
Similarly, failure to reach
the top third of your class
does not, in itself, determine
a person's abilities. These
problems may be close to impossible to solve.
Noticeably absent from the
list of interviewers were law
firms that are operated by
special interest groups and by
minority attorneys. There is
a large segment of the
Hastings community which would
like to interview and work
with firms or agencies which
directly serve and aid their
respective communities and
interests, such as: the Sierra
Club, the American Civil Liberties Union, or the EEOC
Title VII Employment Discrimination Project.
Every year, the Placement
Office goes out and gets firms
to interview students. The
ones that are coming are the
same ones every year and the
only way it will change is to
get student input into the
process.
We have a new Placement Director, Ms. Carol Winship. She
stresses student participation
and advises students to tell
her personally which firms
they would like to interview
at Hastings.
The interests of all
Hastings students should be
served. All students should
have the privilege of interviewing with firms that they
would like to work for.

"Jobs! Jobs! Who's got the
jobs? Man, I need a gig. My
N.D.S.L. loan, my F.I.S.L.
loan, my P.T.A. loan, my this
and that are due and I can't
get a job ."
Somebody (the name slips my
memory now) told me that I
would make a 'killing' if I
graduated from law ｳ｣ｨｯｾＮ＠
Come to find out, the only
killing is being done to me."
This situation may claim
many Hastings students and
graduates soon, if it hasn't
already. Just because you
graduate from law school does
not guarantee a job as an
attorney. Take a look at the
number of jobs being offered
through the placement office.
There aren't many.
But getting a job is only a
little worse than getting a
job interview. There are two
primary ways that you can secure a job through the placement office. First, you Can
get a list of firms that would
like to receive a resume from
Hastings students and send
them one, or, second, you can
sign up for on-campus interviews. Getting an interview
on campus with a firm or your
choice is easier said than
done.
During the initial interview
period for 1974-75 which began
on September 9, there were
nineteen firms or governmental
agencies listed that would be
coming to Hastings.
Six of
these firms restricted their
interviews to students who
possess "superior academic records". Some actually went
further, demanding that the
students be Law Review members.
Another (I could hardly believe it) stressed that the
student have a superior undergraduate record. So, unless
you are in the upper third of
your class, at least, you
could only select from a list
of 13 firms. Thirteen firms
for about 900 second and third
year students.
It doesn't take a genius to
realize that the chances for
getting a job, even one that
you might not like, are slim,
This arbitrary restriction
raises an important point. Can
it be that the "bottom twothirds of the class could not

ｾ＠

\;e)

AVE

Easy Come. Easy Go

Are you registered to vote
in San Francisco? The last day
you can register to vote in
the coming election is October
6th! The Hastings Democrats
are ｾｰｯｮｳｲｩｧ＠
a voter registrat10n table in the Hyde
Street Lobby afternoons. Be
you Republican, Democrat
People's or American ｉｮ､ｾｰ･ﾭ
dent - come on by!

It.. TIIK sr. S.F.

B.F.S. COUPON

ON YOUR NEXT PURCHASE OF OUR MOST
DELICIOUS AND HUGE SANDWiCHES ........ .
Only one coupon may be redeemed per purchase

TURK AND LARKIN
SUPER MARKET
476 TURK STREET
BETWEEN HYDE & LARKIN

B.F .S. SANDWICHES
ｾ＠

ｾ＠

TASTE NOW AND EVER

EXPIRES OCTOBER 7, 1974

ｾｅ＠
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CHINATOWN
-directed by
Roman Polanski
Roman is back again. Now
comes the irrepressible Mr.
Polanski, ascending phoenixlike to the heights he formerly occupied.
The fantastic director of
classics such as Knife in the
Water, Repulsion, Cul-de-Sac,
and the Fearless Vampire
Killers, has gone Hollywood
again.
The last time he did so
(in Rosemary's Babf) he emerged smelling like reshlystirred compost. Then he went
Playboy (Macbeth) and flopped.
This time, however, he goes
Hollywood and knocks 'em dead.
The producer, Evans, put
together a fairly slick Holly.
wood product. Jack Nicholson,
Faye Dunaway, and John Huston
present an awful lot of mater·
ial to work with. Director
Roman does a lot of work' with
them.
From the title credits on,
Polanski sweeps you away to
another world. The subdued
colors, the perfect ambience,
the crying '30's trumpet all are so perfect that the
viewer is whisked off to '37
directly.
Fans of 1930's style detective films will relish the
parody that Chinatown offers,
for it is a schooled example
of that genre, only from a
1970's perspective that adds
a wry touch.
Homage to Alfred Hitchcock
is another element of Polanski's films, and is very evident here. Polanski does his
obligatory Hitchcock cameo,
as a knife-wielding hood who
nasally intones a warning to
Nicholson.
Corpses appear in outrageous, even comical attitudes
so reminiscent of Hitchcock's
Frenzy. These are obvious instances only; the film itself
is a library of Hitchcock
techniques, but someone with
as much talent as Roman can
pull it off and still be himself.
Aside from the colors, the
style of framing was most impressive. The camera is always coming up from behind
some person or object. Then,
when the camera zooms further
ahead, the figure remains
looming in the foreground,
altering the shape of the
frame.
Using this technique,
you rarely have recourse to
ｹｾｵｲ＠
standard rectangular
frame. The results are quite
interesting, and perspective
is employed very creatively.
The acting was outstanding,
and it seemed better to me the
second time around. I believe
that Polanski is improving in
his ability to work with actors, and I offer this film as
evidence thereof.
He said of Nicholson that
the great thing about him is
that he doesn't give a damn
about how he looks; going
through ｨ｡ｬｾ＠
the picture with
a bandage over his face didn't
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CINE
phase him. Nicholson here adds
another fine character to his
portfolio. This man is the
ｦｩｮ･ｾｴ＠
American actor today,
and If he doesn't win all sortl
of awards for this film, it's
a.crime.
When you are watchin€
hlm, you are lost in his role
because he is Jake Gittes,
greasy, small-time, cynical,
and in over his head playing
with the big fish.
Faye Dunaway seemed much
better, somehow, the second
time. The first time she
struck me as too hysterical,
continually upset about nothing. Now her Evelyn seemed
more real, with just the proper amount of nervousness and
suspicious behavior to bring
out the cynical doubt in
Nicholson's detective.
John Huston still demonstrates a tendency to fall into the
style perhaps best described
as "early pedant," but nonetheless performs his best role
in years.
The other actors you will
have trouble recognizing, but
no trouble at all appreciating
their fine work. The mark of
a truly fine director, in my
opinion, is to thus populate
his filmic world with believable and interesting characters. In this way the director
becomes the conduit which
channels their efforts to the
viewers, and this is, I feel,
an obligation of the director.
The story used for the
screenplay is quite good, albeit rather convoluted and con
fusing. It does indeed bear
two sittings, and the second
time you can see all the
dropped clues you missed, and
all the tricks they played on
your head by misleading you,
You do feel like Jake Gittes
however, and that is important
in films of this type.
I can only give this film my
highest recommendations. I
certainly hope that Polanski
will remain a fixture on the
cinema scene. Recently he
announced his engagement to a
Polish actress, and perhaps he
can put enough of his past behind him to enter a new and
unsurpassed period of creativi·
ty.
Seeing Chinatown certainly raises such hopes.
-Michael Bankowski

A HASTINGS
TRADITION

HERRINGTON'S

DEATH WISH
-directed by
Michael Winner.
There are some movies you go
to see, not because you've decided that you'll enjoy them,
but because you know other
people have and you want to
see what your reaction will be
The Exorcist is such a movie.
And so is Death Wish.
If you had any doubts about
life in New York City, this
gem will help you resolve them
The hero is an architect whose
wife and daughter become victims of the urban crime wave.
But he is no passive city
dweller. He takes affirmative
action, viz., he becomes a one
man vigilante squad -- to the
embarrassment of the "N.Y.
City's Finest". A previously
peaceable man (would you believe a conscientious objector?), he acquires an uncanny
ability to attract and thwart
criminal assaults.
Of course, it's hard not to
swell inside a bit each time
another felon is dispatched.
After all, the hero is getting
revenge (great therapy), clean·
ing up N.Y.C. streets, and
saving the city the expense of
trial and incarceration. N.Y.C
audiences are said to have
cheered en chorus with each
bulls-eye. S.F. audiences are
more subdued -- perhaps there
are fewer muggees here. (It's
a nice thought, anyway.)
There's too much action here
to allow boredom. It grips you
and won't let you go, But the
dialogue is too shallow, the
acting too often contrived,
and the plot too simplistic for
you to feel that anything real
has happened. I would like to
see a serious, in-depth film
done on the effect of crime on
a victim's life -- a contemporary problem heretofore ignored. Perhaps such a movie
would be too depressing to
have a good box office.
Perhaps the lesson I got from
this film is that there's money
in melancholia* if you leaven
it with enough violence. One
wonders whether the lesson for
much of the audience who viewed this film wasn't that they
would feel safer carrying a
gun around the city.
Thus, you are driven to the
conclusion that the scriptwriters hit bel o w the belt in
this o ne. You walk out of the
t he a tre with the d is t inc t feeling t ha y o u've been had -- a
feelin g , no d o u b t, t ha t is
shared b y t he N. Y. C . Ch amb e r
o f Co mmer c e.

y

*P . S . Do n' t expect a happy
en d i n'g .
- John O'Reilly

NO.9 JONES ST.
$1.50 PITCHERS
GUINNESS ON TAP
FINE IRISH AMBIANCE
•

Yes, the Hastings Film
Fest is still coming!
Watch
bulletin boards for news.
Lead films will include old
comedy night and Malle's
Murme r of the Heart .
your buddy, Reno
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PERSPECTIVES ON
By Lawrence Eldredge
There is no doubt about
President Ford's legal power
to give former president
Nixon a complete and sweeping
pardon for all his wrongdoings.
In 1867, Justice Field wrote
for the Supreme Court this passage, which I believe accurately states the present law:
"The power thus conferred is
unlimited, with the exception
s tat e d (0 f imp e a c hm e n t ). I t
extends to every offense known
to the law, and may be exercised at any time after its
commission, either before legal proceedings are taken, or
during their pendency, or after conviction and judgment ..
This power of ·the President is
not subject to legislative control. C mgress can neither
limit the effect of his pardon,
nor exclude from its exercise
any class of offenders. The benign prerogative of mercy reposed in him cannot be fettered by any legislative restrictions."
'"".'1"'"".'II ..'"I""'"M._"'......................'.................I....... '........ _IIIIII"11il1"""""'"IIIUI'"""

EDITOR'S NOTE
This article originally
appeared in the September 15,
1974 issue of the Los Angeles
Times. Professor Eldredge's
article in the last issue of
the Law News originally appear,
ed in-the-Times in mid-August,
but unfortunately did not appear in the Law News until
after the pardon-wiS granted
by President Ford. We regret
our failure to acknowledge
the original pUblication.
...........",.............41111111111111""''''' ... 11 .. 11 .. '''11111111111 .. '"111111''''''''111111111"111111111",,111111''''''"11'1111111111

There is no doubt of the
effect of the pardon. It washes Richard Nixon clean of every stain of wrongdoing. President Ford has made Nixon pure.
As Justice Field ｷｲｯｴ･ｾ＠
A pardon reaches both the punishment prescribed for the offense and the guilt of the offender; and when the pardon is
full, it releases the punishment and blots out the existence of guilt, so that in the
eye of the law the offender is
as innocent as' if he had never
committed the offense. If
granted before conviction, it
prevents any of the penalties
and disabilities, consequent
upon conviction, from attaching, if granted after conviction, it removes the penalties
and disabilities, and restores
him to all his civil rights'
. t makes him, as it were, a '
1
new man, and gives him a new
credit and capacity.
Many state constitutions,
including those of California,
Illinois, New Jersey and New
York specifically provide
that the pardoning power can
be exercised only "after conviction." In explaining this,
Justice Raymond E. Peters of
California said in a 1939 decision: "Most state constitutions, in an attempt to prohibit the abuses existing at

common law under which the
Crown exercised the power of
pardon at any time, contain a
provision similar to ｴｨｾ＠
one
above quoted limiting the pardoning power to situations
where there has been a 'conviction'''.
Similarly, Chancellor Walker,
the highest judicial officer 01
New Jersey, said in 1925: "Now
doubtless, our (New Jersey)
constitution made provision
that a pardon ... could be granted only after conviction, was
to prevent the arbitrary favor
of warding off the prosecution
in any case, as incompatible
with this genius of our institutions."
But the federal Constitution
contains no such limitation on
the President's power. Former
President and then Chief Justice William Howard Taft, in
rejecting the argument that
the pardoning power does not
extend to a judicial sentence
of criminal contempt, said in
1925: "Our Constitution confers this (pardoning) discretion on the highest officer
in the nation in confidence
that he will not abuse it. An
abuse in pardoning contempts
would certainly embarrass
courts, but it is questionable
how much more it would lessen
their effectiveness than a
wholesale pardon of other offenses. If we could conjure
up in our minds a President
willing to paralyze courts by
pardoning all criminal contempts, why not a President
ordering a general jail delivery?"
Chief Justice Taft went on
to speak of possible gross abuses of the pardoning power,
and commented: "Exceptional
cases like this, if to be
imagined at all, would suggest
a resort to impeachment rather
than to a narrow and strained
construction of the general
ｾｯ･ｲ＠
of the President."
Many people believe that
Richard Nixon is guilty of
serious felonies which attack
the very heart of our constitutional system of free elections and the protecting of
private citizens from despotic

abuses of executive power. His
pardon is the greatest coverup
of all. But more than that it
sanctifies and purifies all
that Nixon has done and holds
him up to the American people
as a man who has done no wrong
And that is exactly how Nixon
himself holds himself up to
the American people.
President Ford has said,
and others have echoed it,
that removal of a President
from office is sufficient
punishment. This was not the
view of George Washington,
Benjamin Franklin, James
Madison and other framers.
They specifically provided in
Article 1, Section ), that a
party impeached and convicted
"shall nevertheless be liable
and subject to indictment,
trial, judgment and punishment, according to ｬ｡ｷｾ＠
The pardon of Nixon is the
ultimate frustration of this
constitutional provision. The
Supreme Court said in 1882:
"It is not pretended ... that
the President had any lawful
authority to do this ... No man
in this country is so high
that he is above the law. No
officer of the law may set
that law at defiance with impunity.All the officers of the
government from the highest to
the lowest, are creatures of
the law, and are bound to obey
it. If
The .Nixon pardon has put
President Ford into an almost
impossible position. Having
cleansed Nixon of any stain of
wrongdoing, has he not, in
effect, also cleansed and puri .
fied all those other associates whose only "crimes were
in playing the lesser roles of
helping Nixon do what is now
forgiven?
If President Ford does not
pardon the indicted but not
yet tried Haldeman, Mitchell,
Ehrlichman, et al, he has
created tremendous obstacles
for the Special Prosecutor.
The firing of the first
Special Prosecutor, Archibald
Cox, effectively (but only
temporarily) blocked prosecution of Watergate's offenders. The pardon of Nixon
throws up an effective and
probably permanent roadblock
against successful prosecution
of those presently under indictment,
The Constitution provides
that all persons shall be entitled to equal protection of
the laws. This means, essentially, equality of ｴｲ･｡ｭｮｾＮ＠
Is Haldeman, for example, entitled as a matter of law to
a dismissal of the charge of
conspiring with Nixon to obstruct justice because Nixon
has been pardoned and is free
from prosecution? The answer
is not clear, but judges have
said that prosecutors could
not administer law with "an
unequal hand," and that the
equal' Protection Clause forbids the unequal enforcement
(continued on page lO)
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THE PARDON ·ISSUE
••
••
•••
••
••

•

•

Intervi e w:
Jo n Van Dyk e
La w News :
Do yo u t hi nk t h at
u n d e r the authority of Art i cle
II , section 2 of the Constitu tion, a Pres i dent could par d on h i mself?
Van Dy ke :
Yes, u nder the ab so l ute view of the pa r don ing power asserted by Presi dent F o r d and accepted by
most commentators on the sub ject.
I wou l d a r gue, however,
that this absolute power
should be restricted by other
provisions of the Constitution.
Professor Philip Kur land (at the University of
Chicago Law School) has argued that the President can not pardon until someone
has been convicted.
That is
one possible limitation .
Another is found in Article
II, sect i on 2, which says
tha t the Pr esident has the,
power to pardon "except in
cases of impeachment." This
clause can be interpreted to
ba r al l presidential par dons in those highly politi ｣ｩｾ･､＠
situations that p r ovoke
an impeachment inquiry . Such
an interpretation fs strengthened by examining Article 1,
section 3, which specifically
states that a person impeached
shall be subject to subse quent prosecution. That is one
of the most explicit parts
of the Constitution and must
be given some meaning. When
considered together with Article,II, section 2, it seems
reasonable to interpret the
clause as denying the President the power to pardon per sons who have been impeached.

Law News:
But was Nixon impeached?
Van Dyke:
The Los Angeles
• Times argued in an editorial
that we should consider
President Nixon to have been
impeached and convicted, because he resigned only when
the votes in the House for
impeachment and in the Senate
for conviction were absolutely
unambiguous. The Los Angeles
Times thus contended that he
should not receive his presidential pension or any of the
other benefits accorded to
former presidents. President
Ford similarly stated in a
pr ess conference that the unanino.us vot e of the )[ouse Jud:L.....
clary Commlttee was ｨｾｧｬｹ＠
persuas i ve evidence that Nixon
had committed an impeachable
• of f ens e a nd ｴｨ｡ｾ＠
his accep-

•

tance 0
a pardon was a ｲ･｣ｵｾ＠
nition of guilt.
It is,
therefore, altogether logical
to view Nixon as having been
. impeached and ｣ｯｾｶｩｴＺ､＠
and
to rega r d th i s sltuatlon as
one of those instances when
no presidential pardon is
permitted.
Law News :
Isn ' t it just as
logical to argue that the
"except.in cases of impeachment't clause simply deni e s
the President the power to
intervene in a pending impeachment proceeding, and that
the Presidential power to
pardon persons for criminal
punishment is absolute?
Van Dyke:
That is a traditional view, supported by
dicta in some early Supreme
Court cases. But it seems to
concentrate power in the Chief
Executive in a way that is
contrary to the scheme of
checks and balances that
pervades other parts of the
Constitution.
Nowhere else
do we find the President
having such absolute ｾｯｷ･ｲＬ＠
and in many state consitutions
the Governor's power to pardon is explicitly stated to
exist only after conviction
or only with the concurrence
of a pardoning board. The
Constitution does not impose
such explicit limitations on
the President's power, but
the document taken as a
whole certainly attempts to
limit the concentration of
power and so such
perspective should be . imposed on the
pardoning power.

a

Laws News:
What about the
need -to heal the nation's
wounds?
Doesn't that goal
justify pardoning a former
president who has been forced
to resign in disgrace?
Van nyke : Senator Lowell
Weicker very aptly stated that
Watergate was not just a problem of the excesses of one man
and we would be fooling ourselves if we view it as just
a problem created by Nixon.
Many persons participated in
a complicated series of
criminal activities, and it
is important now that the
nation examines how power was
abused and considers measures
.of restraining that power in
the future.
Bringing people

to trial is never an enjoyable
process, but it serves the
purpose of making certain
statements for future genera tions and building a complete
historical record. The Nurem berg trials--painful and awk ward as they were--served that
purpose.
The Allied Nations
went on record as identifying
certain practices as abhorrent
to all civilized nations and
built a record by which future
international activity can be
judged.
That same sort of
purging process is necessary
here. We have to explain to
ourselves, and our children,
and the rest of the world,
why we disapproved of what , has
happened during the Nixon
Administration and what exactly it was that we don't want
to happen again.
Public
trials can serve that purpose.
It is not a question of retribution- - my personal view on
prisons is that nobody should
be forced to spend time in
them - -but rather a question
of announcing in a very formal manner our disapproval
of the arrogant abuses . of
power that occurred during
the Nixon Administration and
that may well occur again.
Law News:
Is there any problem involved in pardoning ExPresident Nixon and not par doning any of the indicted coconspirators under the Equal
Protection Clause of the XIVth
Amendment?
Van Dyke:
There ｩｾ＠
a doctrine
of selective prosecution that
says if an individual is
singled out by a prosecutor
and punished for a crime that
more than one individual committed, his prosecution is
a denial of equal protection
under the Equal Protection
Clause of the Constitution.
An example of this occurred
in a recent case in Los
Anglels where a black man
was being prosecuted for
violating the gambling laws.
He was able to show that in
137 cases--I'm just guessing
at the number--where someone
was prosecuted for violating
the gambling laws, that person
was black.
The court agreed
that the law was not being
enforced equally and dismissed
the prosecution.
However in our situation,
the prosecutor was not involved in the pardon--he was
perfectly willing to prosecute Mr. Nixon.
It would
be difficult to say that there
was any selective prosecution
on the part of the ｾｲｯｳ･｣ｵｴＮ＠
Law News:
Isn't this almost
the inverse of a selective
prosecution situation anyway?
Since out of the group, rather
than one being prosecuted and
the rest going unprosecuted,
one is going unprosecuted and
the rest are being prosecuted.
Van Dyke:
Yes, but the same
potential for unequal enforcement of the laws exists.
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Hurry, Hurry,

ｈｕｲｹｾ＠

,!
••
••
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•
It' s interview time •
St a nd in l ine, be sure to
by Po rtia Proudfoote
:
:
•
•
grin,
•
Thurston sat in a corner o f .
Wear a skirt and join right
•
.•
: the typing r o om industri o u s l y :
in.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••• :
•
• stuffing envelopes with copies.
• of his resume and then placing.
Stipulation:
Interviewing is
Yes, Ms.! Any woman with
•
• them on a pile already hal a
•
a painful process for both
the above qualifications has •
• foot high.
•
sexes (except, of course, for
it made. For the rest of us
•
Jack, wearing a leather
:
the Golden Ones, who can be
it won't be so easy. Anything:
:
• sports jacket and his best
•
heard discussing the merits
less than all of the above
•
:
of their various offers in
means having to demonstrate
:
, : Levis, ambled in the room and
• opened his typing locker.
•
hallways and elevators).
not only your competence for •
"Hey, Jack, how did your i n - .
Women get the pain plus some
the job but in addition prov- :
:
• terview go this morning?"
:
extra put downs.
ing that being a woman is not.
: Thurston eagerly enquired.
:
a disadvantage.
:
"Just splendidly, my Boy,"
•
The first interview season
•
•
•
is for most women practically
Usually only the biggie
•
• Jack replied.
••
••
"Did ya already go h orne an d .
•
a self-help assertiveness
firms interview on campus,
course, although some prefer
Sidney Suave, their inter• •
• change?" he asked, quizzically.
• looking at his watch.
•
to . label it "Basic Humiliation
viewer, is well aware of the •
•
"No, I came directly to Alma. 101".
E.E.O.C. guidelines and will •
: Mater as not to miss a moment:
For second year women interbe very, very nice. My ex:
• of study."
•
view season may well represent
perience has been that the
•
"What!" Thurston cried, "you. Reality Town. Third year women
nicest ones send their rejec- •
•
:
however, may feel themselyes
tion letters the next day _
:
: went like that to an inter•
in Desperation City - where
that is if they don't hand
•
: view?" pointing at Jack's
• clothes as though they were
:
every street sign says "Get a
them to you as you leave.
:
•
Job".
The less chatty interviewer,.'
: contageous. "Did he throw you
• out?"
:
Women are used to being unon the other hand, may actual.:
•
"Au contraire, Chappie,"
•
der represented in the l e g a l l y consider you as a bona
•
: Jack smiled. "He was most con-: world and even used to having
fide applicant.
:
• genial. Actually, he was
•
any competence they display
The usual scare stories wilJ.
: rather impressed with the fact.
received with surprise. But
soon be floating around the
•
• that I was in the top 10% of
:
interview season condenses all
commons with the usual varied:
: the class."
•
the problems involved in being
and sundry employment tips.
•
•
"What a lie!" Thurston
:
a woman seeking a career in
For example, I heard just
:
: snapped. "At best you're in
•
law into one intense time
yesterday _ "Fresno is beg•
ging for lawyers and they
:
• the bottom quarter. They check: period.
• records, you k n o w . " .
start at $25,000."
•
: "'Lie' is such a vulgar word,.
Male friends sometimes in•
• Thurston." Jack sighed patient-:
form me that being a woman
What to do? Set your chin
•
: ly. "I merely followed a time-.
will be an advantage. After
and interview _ in whatever
:
• honored tradition in rearrang-.
all, law firms are out· looking '
field of law you choose. I
•
• ing certain facts. I'm at
:
for women. If that's true, .
for one am tired of hearing
:
•
then I think I know the woman
that women aren't really in•
: least in the top 90% of the
• class. Yes? The words 'per cent:
they are looking for:
terested in trying for jobs.
:
•
Women are needed in all fielde.
: and 'percentile' are so close
• tha t the difference between
:
Law Review, good looking,
of law from the traditional
:
: them is purely de minimus. So, •
(but not too), feminine, nonto pure public service areas. •
"Libber," (Libbers tend to be
Consider our advantages:
•
• I can blithely say that I'm a t ·
• the ninetieth percentile which:
shrieky and it is well known
:
: is just another way of saying
•
that shrill voices grate on
1.
Women in law scho o l are •
:
masculine nerves), willing to
increasing. ｉｮｴ･ｲｶｩｷｾ＠
:
• the top 10%."
:
Thurston sho o k his head in
•
be "one of the boys" and, of
•
:
course, willing to work harder
will have t o g et used to
:
• disbelief while Jack pulled a
•
than anyone _ to prove her
treating us as po t ential
•
: large thermos and a n unused
:
e quality.
lawyers _ if we demand it.
:
• Gilbert' s o u t o f h i s locker.
•
"D on 't mak e me laugh. Th e
•
•
: po rtr ai t of an ear nes t st u dent, ｾ＠
2.
We no l o n ge r ha ve to
:
• Wh y t h e t h e rm os ? :! Th u r ston
•
t ak e a n y
( e x plet ive •
•
dele te d ) . The r e are enough
•
: asked .
•
" I t's bigger than a hip
•
o f us to f i ght b ack . If yo u :
:
get a sexist interviewer,
•
: flask," Jack grinned. "By the
: way, had any luck yet for next :
spe a k up !
:
• summer?"
.
•
"No, it appears my 9 0.7
•
ｾＭ
Ｌ＠
3 . Competent, d etermined
:
•
: average and editorship of the
: 370 GOLDEN GATE AVE. , SAN FRANCISCO
wo men are impressive. After .
• Law Journal and. my 800 . LSAT
.
CALIF. 94102
all, men don't usually ex :
:have left the flrms unlm•
pect it and are suitably
•
• pressed", Thurston s i g h e d , .
PHONE 776-5800
awed.
•
·pointing at the envelopes. "Do:
•
:you think we'll ever get a
•
4. We can help each other. :
.job?"
•
Women's Union has a Task
•
:
"I was offered one this mor- :
Force on Employment active
:
.ning" Jack lied as Thurston I S ·
in this area . After we are
•
:jaw dropped. "Donlt let any o f :
in practice we can work to
:
see that more women are
•
•
•
hired.
:
: my detractors try and convince:
: you that Marshall, Cardozo,.

·

f · .

•

• •

•
•
:
•

and Holmes offered me the spot:
just because theylre on a
•
$500,000 yearly retainer from •
granddaddie' s corporation"
:

EXPERT
CAMERA
REPAIRS
FAST
FILM
PROCESSING

:

We've come a long way, baby •
but there is still a long way.
to go.
:
•••••

.. ................................................... ........................... .
ｾ＠
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SPEAK TRUTH TO POWER
by Alan Wernick
(Alan Wernick is a student at
Loyola Law School.
This
article originally appeared
in Law For The People, a
publication-of the Los Angeles
chapter of the National
Lawyers Guild).

"When you go to school YOl
do society an enormous ｦｾｶｯｲＧ＠
you give it the opportunity to
mold you in its image, stunting
and deadening you in the process." - Jerry Farber, STUDENT
AS A NIGGER
Law school is designed to
teach us more than just law and
its application. These 3 or 4
years of schooling provide the
System its last opportunity to
p:ogram us into dynamic, aggres
Slve and above all competent
apologists for the status quo.
Law school is designed to
permanently destroy the humanism, idealism, and rebelliousness we have managed to salvage from the dehumanization
process known as under-graduate
education.
What this means for radical
students, is that we must always see ourselves as insurgents, with the classroom as
our battlefield. We must be
prepared to assume an aggressive role in bringing realities
of American life into a forum
where these realities have
systematically been obscured
and ignored.
Our law school teachers often
seem to have the same goal as
our grade school teachers had,
to teach us to stand in a
straight line. To care about
the injustices done to people
every day by our legal system
is to step out of that line.
While some professors claim
concern for what they often derogatorily call the "poor slob"
on the street, the ideology
they present often is in direct
contradiction to the interesT of
the average person with legal
problems.
An important element of this
anti-human ideology is the concept that as lawyers we will be
come part of an elite class in
the society. We are taught to
sympathize rather than empathize with our future clients.
••
We are often told how much
money we will be making and how:
much we will be able to charge :
for our services, while the
:
thought that we should be more :
concerned with justice than
:
with fees is often belittled.
•
A common practice of many
teachers is to try to trap a
student by asking leading
questions ... leading t o l aug hte r
and humiliation i n fron t of
other students. Often this i s
followed by the teacher calline
a student who has proven her
or himself as a g o od classro om •
question answerer and having
him or her further embarrass
the student by answering the
question correctly.
The progressive minded
should not play any part in
this silly manipulative game.

First of all, we should never
laugh at our classmates when
they are trying to answer a
question. Second, when you are
the one on the spot, ask the
teacher what he or she thinks
is the point of all this nonsense. Finally, don't ever be
the person who makes other
students look foolish. Remember, we are all here to learn,
and we can all learn better by
working together.
This is as good a time as
any to discuss the real cruncher of law school oppression'
competition. The only thing
,
which is at all correlative to
the writing of good law school
exams, is the ability to write
good law school exams.
Test scores and college
grades? Even the deans will
tell you that beyond a certain
minimum (which we all have
easily passed), these are
worthless for predicting law
school performance.
. Amount of time spent studylng? One of the top students
in my class hardly studied at
all and many of those who did
poorly by professors' standards, virtually lived in the
library.

on our guaru and never laugh
at these exploitative jokes
which often come daily.
Discussions of rape in our
criminal law and torts courses
are particularly conducive to
this type of behavior by our
professors and we should all
be prepared to make a clear
and immediate statement that
a frivolous attitude towards
this subject indicates a total
lack of concern for the problems of women in a male dominated socie ty .
Women sh o uld be especially
cautious of a phenomenon ｷｾｩ｣ｨ＠
has occurred in everyone of
my classes. What happens is
that the few women who do
speak up about sexism are
quickly labeled as "women's
lib freaks" and while these
women are often called upon to
give a woman's perspective to
a particular problem, the tone
of the professor is often one
of ridicule rather than respect.
A similar thing often ｨ｡ｰ･ｮｾ＠
to anyone who is spirited
enough to bring a radical perspective to the classroom; we
should be prepared to deal
with this attempt at isolation
by pointing out that there are
others in the room who share
I make these observations not
our perspective and could handto confuse you, but rather to
le the problem just as well.
argue for cooperation in studyRemember
that the key to our
ing and in the classroom.
liberation is in our unity and
We all will find students
that our strength will come
who will cover up their refrom presenting ourselves as
search papers when another
a large and growing group.
student approaches them or
A new student may feel all
even walks by. This is clearl y
alone at first and wonder if
not the way for us to achie v e
there are others in the classsolidarity with one another.
room who are a s upset as the y
Not only will a policy o f
are abou t the ideology of the
sharing make life easier fo r
professor,
the oppressiveness
us all, but it will prevent
of the classroom situation ,
the divisiveness which serves
and the abstractness and imperonly to perpetuate the contr o lsonality of legal study.
ing position of our professors
You are not alone and soon
and administrators.
you
will be able to pick out
We should all be aware of the
others who are upset about
sexism which pervades the law
their whole law school exschool atmosphere.
perience. When we finally join
Male professors (that is,
together as others have in the
most of our professors), like
past,
we should always rememto show their casualness by
ber that our laws have been
using hypotheticals which
made, explained and enforced
appeal to the reactionary sexlargely by rich, white men. If
ual consciousness of many men
we keep this in mind at all
in our society. We should be
times in the classroom our role
• will become clearer.
••
We should remember that the
•• platitudes
of fairness and of
•
: projecting constitutional
•• rights often mean nothing out
on the streets and in the prisons.
That this legal system is the
bulwark of ca pitalism and that
if you and me and our friends
do nQt openly work against the
ALL WE DO IS COPY. WE MAKE FAST, EXACT,
elitism and in j usti c es in the
E€ONOMICAL COPIES FROM YOUR QRIGINALS BY
law, th e pro c e ss of ind o ctriBOTH OFFSET AND XEROGRAPHIC (BOND PAPER)
PROCESSES ••• AT LOW, LOW PRICES. USUALLY
nation will cont inue un c halON A WHILE-YOU-WAIT BASIS. WHEN YOU NEED
l e ng ed . We mu st b e st r ong in
THIS TYPE OF SERVICE, COME IN WITH YOUR
o ur pr ote s ts . We mu st make t h e
ORIGINALS SO WE CAN SHOW YOU OUR VIRTUES.
c la ss r oom an a r ena fo r a
SPECIAL RATE FOR HASTINGS STUDENTS
t h o r ough discussion of the
FOR UNBOUND ORIGINALS
ef f ect of our laws and legal
FOR BOUND ORIGINALS
system on our society.
•
In making this stand, we
MUST BR I NG
• BRIEFS
will be doing more than just
STUDENT
BODY CARD
• APPEALS
educating others. By speak i ng
out we are actively resist ing
3 LOCATIONS
.DEPOSITIONS
t h e institution's att e mpt to
One California. Rm. 265
• CONTRACTS
p r o gra m us . We will l e a r n to
Ph. 391·1370
qu e s t i on the professo r s' a bs o 220 Montgomery-lobby ｾ＠
INSTANT
lu t e autho r ity and the a ut hor i ｾＡＧｲ＠
COpy
Ph. 391·0574
80 Stonestown. Suite 111
ｦ｜ｮｩｉｯｾＧ＠
SERVICE
t y of a ll those sim i l arly
Ph. 566-0556
ｾ＠
situa t ed.

•.•.••...••••••••...•.•................

Originality
•
IS not
one of our
•
virtues.

5¢
6¢
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DEAN WILSON (cont'd)
Dean Wilson recalls that only
five years ago in her own class
there were only about 7 women
out of 270 and that it was a
rather lonely place for a woman.
Today, of course, the percentage of women at Hastings has
increased. But Ms. Wilson is
concerned that a corresponding
increase has not taken place
in the administration posts
and the faculty.
Questioned about her interaction with students, Dean
Wilson admitted that she tends
to see and meet a small min ority of the students, mostly
those that walk into the
office or through her supervision of LEOP. She earnestly
desires to get some input from
"that vast sea of anonymous
students" in order to help define what objectives her
office should pursue.
Ms. Wilson believes that she
can "create my own job" to an
extent and desires to make
some inroads into the im ers-

onal atmosphere at Hastings.
Her method of operation is definitely "action-oriented."
At the suggestion that this
school could use some art work
on the wall and maybe ｾｯｭ･＠
plants in the lobby, she responded, "that can't be too
ﾷｨ｡ｲ､ｾｯ＠
accomplish and if it
is I'll let you know why."
As she jotted some notes on
a pad, one had the distinct
feeling that it would in fact
get done and probably before
Jon Van Dyke joins the 65 club
To another suggestion that
something be done about the
sorry state of student-faculty
interaction, the writer was
in7ited to a luncheon date in
the commons next week as an experiment to see if other students will join us for some informal conversation. My suspicion is that it's dutch treat
but if that doesn't deter you
and you want to meet a vivacious woman who seems ready to
tackle any problem, watch out
for Dean Wilson in the lunch
line!

A E I (cont'd)

ELDREDGE (cont'd)
of laws. In view of that
clause, can Haldeman be convicted for creating a plan to
violate the law when his participating superior who dlrected the same crime is pardoned
for it?
There is another reason that
I would hate to be in the
shoes of the Special Prosecutor and his dedicated staff of
young and idealistic lawyers.
They have worked long and diligently to discover and collect the evidence and build up
the case. Millions of dollars
of public funds have baen
spent in uncovering this sordid mess. Will it all be in
vain? Will we never know the
truth?
How can the Special Prosecutor hope to overcome this defense argument to the jury:
"President Ford, in pardoning
Mr. Nixon has blotted out of
existence his guilt and made
him as innocent as if he had
never committed any offense.
In view of that decision by
the President of the United
States, how can you possibly
find beyond reasonable doubt
that my client is a felon,
when he only worked with his
President and followed his
directions? I ask for a verdict of 'not guilty'".

Legal services corporation blli
Legislative analysis, 1973.
Consumer class action legislation. Legislative analysis
1973.
Government control of energy?
College debate series, 1974.
Wage and price controls?
College debate series, 1974.
The president's powers in the
field of foreign policy:
should they be curtailed?'
U.S. energy policy: a primer,
by E.J. Mitchell, 1974.
Economic policy and inflation
in the sixties. Domestic
affairs study, 1974.
Watergate and the law, by.
Ralph K. Winter, Jr., 1974.
A new look at inflation;
economic policy in the early
1970's. Domestic affairs
study, 1974.

JADE
RESTAURANT
CANTONESE &
MANDARIN CUISINE
250 Golden Gate Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO
441·1512
OPEN Mon .. Fri.
7am to 9pm
Sat. 12 noon to 8pm
$1.05 . $1.75
BREAKFAST
$1.95 LUNCH
& DINNER

SPECIAL
CHINESE
PASTRIES

DEAN ANDERSON (cont'd.)
LAW NEWS:
Does Hastings make
an effort to recruit these
people nonetheless?
ANDERSON:
Yes, we've made a
tremendous effort. Frankly, we
are trying to steal them away
from other law schools · and
they're hanging on to them.
It's a very tough situation.
LAW NEWS:
Recently there has
been talk of the College acquiring more property in the
area and expanding its physical . plant. Could you give us
some details on this?
ANDERSON:
Over the last three
years we have been in the process of acquiring land across
the street, with the ultimate
goal being acquisition of
enough property to develop
additional seminar classrooms,
an additional moot court room,
as well as other auxiliary
services.
LAW NEWS:
Does that mean an
even larger student body?
ANDERSON:

No,

it doesn't.

LAW NEWS:
Do these new facilities figure into the development of specialized graduate
programs?
ANDERSON:
The plans do call
ultimately for an advanced degree program of about 300
students. However, these plans
are tied into actual completion of the new facility, because until we have that done
there is just no room for new
programs such as this.
LAW NEWS:
What is the projected completion date for this
new facility?
ANDERSON:
As soon as we have
acquired all the property, it
will take us about a year to
get the funds from the legislature for the working drawings, then probably another
year to get the construction
funds, and then about one year
for actual construction. So,
I would say about four years
from now, though maybe I'm
being overly optimistic.
LAW NEWS:
How do you feel
about the fact that there seem
to be fewer and fewer jobs and
more and more lawyers every
year? Is it right for Hastings
to continue to admit more than
500 degree candidates each
year?
ANDERSON:
The question is, is
there a surplus of lawyers or
is there a scarcity of legal
services? As far as we can ascertain, we are providing some
legal services for about 20%
of the people in the poverty
area and less than 10% of the
people in the middle income
area. Frankly, I don't see how
we can avoid doing a great
deal more in these areas if we
are to make our system of delivering justice work. Too man J
people who need legal representation do not have it. I disagree strongly that there is
an overabundance of lawyers.
(cont. p.12)
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THOUGHTS
"I've told you that the internal dialogue is what
grounds us," Don Juan said.
"The world is such and such
or so and so only because we
talk to ourselves about its
being such and such or so and
so." Casteneda - A Tale of
Power
"When you wake up you will
find that this whole world,
above and below, is nothing
other than a regarding of oneself'! Hakuin

Nature gets credit which in
truth should be reserved for
ourselves, the rose for its
scent, the nightingale for his
song, and the sun for its
radiance. The poets are entire
ly mistaken. They should address their lyrics to themselves and should turn them
into odes of self-congratulations on the excellenoe of the
human mind. Nature is a dull
affair, soundless, scentless,
odorless, merely the hurrying
of material, endlessly, meanｩｮｧｬ･ｳｹｾ＠
- Alfred North
Whitehead
"We are the music while the
music ｩ｡ｳｴｾ＠
- T.S. Eliot

BRC gets bigger and bigger every year because our students pass the bar
We don't think we have to scream about it

G.I. BLUES
by Garrett Olney
When veterans receiving aid
under the G.I. bill returned
as students to other Bay Area
schools this fall they were
warmly greeted at registration
with one of those lovely computer-punched green Government
checks.
The Veteran's Administration
calls this goody an "advance
payment." Hastings vets received this advance payment at
registration last year. But
not this year. This means that
when the check finally comes
in the mail, i t ' l l be a whopper, but what about all ｴｨｯｾ･＠
luxuries that have to be pald
for in the meantime, like food
rent, and bus fare?
Perhaps like some other
Hastings vets, I promptly
panicked and called the VA on
4th Street. They said it would
be 6 to 8 weeks after registration before the first check
would corne. For some, this
meant hitting friends or relatives for a short term loan,
letting the Bankamericard balance imitate Evel Knievel's
Skycycle ascent, and going
overboard on Ford's fight
against inflation ("Poverty begins at horne.').
Why didn't we get any notice
to apply for an advance payment? The VA says Hastings
should have notified us. Ms.
Moore in the Registrar's office
says the VA should have notified us. In short, Hastings
vets seem to be the third party
beneficiaries in an implied
contract for bureaucratic inefficiency.
ｉｮｾ＠
students
are admonished
to get their collective
rear ends over to the VA on 4th
Street sometime in the Spring
to apply for next year's advancE
payment.

There is a CompLete
Line of Study Aids
AvaiLabLe from

HASTINGS
BOOKSTORE
Everytblng for the Law Student!

Special S25 discount on Early Writing, Capsule Cassettes, and Multi·State Primer
Cor enrollments beCore November 1.
Materials anilable now.

For best results, have your
BANKAMERICARD application
processed through the bookstore.

Main Office: P.O. Box 4185, 830 N. LaBrea, Inglewood, CA 90309
San Francisco Brancl\:. 22Q Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, CA 94102 (415) 776-3396

Forms available
at the checkout counter.

ｈ｡ｳｴｩｮｾ＠
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ENERGY & EQUITY
The typical American male
devotes more than 1,600 hours
a year to his car. He sits in
it while it goes and while it
stands idling. He parks it
and searches for it. He earns
the money to put down on it
and to meet the monthly ,n·
stallments. He works to pay
for petrol, tolls, insurance,
taxes and tickets. He spends
four of his sixteen waking
hours on the road or gathering
his resources for it. And this
figure does not take into
account the time consumed by
other activities dictated by
transport:
time spent in hospitals, traffic courts and garages; time spent watching
automobile commercials or attending consumer education
meetings to improve the quality of the next buy.
The model American puts in
1,600 hours to get 7,500 miles:
less than five miles per hour.
In countries deprived of a
transportation industry, peoplE
manage to do the same, walking
wherever they want to go, and
they allocate only three to
eight per cent of their society's time budget to traffic in·
stead of 28 per cent,
What distinguishes the traffic in rich countries from the
traffic in "poor countries is
not mere mileage per hour of
life-time for the majority,
but more hours of compulsory
cassumption of high doses of

•

energy, packaged and unequally
distributed by the transportation industry.
From Ivan Illich's Energy
and Equity, Harper and Row,
1974; 84pp; in turn extracated
from the Summer '74 edition of
the Coevolution Quarterly
(Whole Earth Epilog), $6/yr.
to 558 Santa Cruz, Menlo Park,
Ca. 94025

ｴＧ｜ａｾｅ＠
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Dean Anderson (continued)
LAW NEWS:
And yet there are
lawyers out there who can't
get work.
ANDERSON:
We have found that
almost all Hastings graduates
have found a job within one
year. In the last few years we
have placed more people than
ever before. We place more
Hastings graduates in the Bay
Area, including San Francisco,
than any other law school in
the country. Still, you must
remember that no matter how
good a job the Placement Offic
does, getting a - job in the
final analysis depends upon th
individual. It depends on the
personal nature of the experience between the applicant and
the employer. In the end it is
an individual experience.

SECONO-'tCAR.
(.'('f'(ICISM

ＢＧｴＮｷｾｯＭ

YEAP'
REAL.ISM

LAW NEWS:
Thank you, Dean
Anderson.

ATTENTION THIRD YEAR STUDENTS

•

IT'S NOT TOO SOON TO START WORRYING ABOUT WHAT BAR REVIEW
COURSE TO TAKE NEXT SUMMER. COME TO THE KICK·OFF OF THE 1975
BAR REVIEW SEASON WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25, 1974 AT 2:40 PM
CLASSROOM A . MEET THE"1975 HASTINGS B.A.R. REPRESENTATIVES

TOM SCHIFF
LIZ WALKER
MALEA GIBLAN
TOM McBRIDE

VIRGINIA JUNG
ANDREA MARTIN
ROBERT EVANS
ROB WILSON

AND HEAR JAN HORN, PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF B.A.R. AND WILLIAM
RUDDER, AUTHOR OF GILBERT'S OUTLINES AND EDITORIAL DIRECTOR
OF B.A.R. DISCUSS THE SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE 1975 BAR
EXAMINATION AND HOW BEST TO PREPARE FOR IT.
BAY AREA REVIEW COURSE

